
Kenneth Samuel David 
Email: Kenneth.samuel@gmail.com                Phone Number: +234 703 000 89                Address: 1 Ade Street, Ogba Lagos 

 

{Today’s Date} 

{Hiring Manager’s name} 
{341 Company Address} 
(Ijaiye Ogba, Lagos} 
{{xxx} xxx-xxxx} 
{hiring-manager@gmail.com} 
 
Dear {Mr./Mrs./Ms}{Hiring Manager’s Name} 
 
I am writing regarding the {internal auditor position} opening advertised on the LJINig. Job Portal, I 

believe the combination of my previous experience, and my key skills and abilities align perfectly 

with the requirements explained in the job requirement posted and advertised. That’s why I think 

that I could be a great addition to not your team but the whole company. 

 

I am attaching my resume for your review and consideration in response to your ad for an internal 

auditor at {Company Name}, with over 15 years’ experience an MBA in accounting and certification 

as an internal auditor I easily meet the requirement listed in the job positing and I would like an 

opportunity to discuss what I could further add to the position. 

 

In my current position as internal auditor at a financial services company my focus is in the 

following;  

• Working together effectively in a team. 

• Introducing new technology and automated programs for greater efficiency and accuracy. 

• Preparing and verifying financial records and communicating results with management are 

critical to the success in this position. 

• Understanding of the sensitive nature of audit, my strong organization skills attention to 

detail, problem solving and high ethical standard ensuring that audits are performed with a 

high level of confidentiality and discretion. 

• I am skilled at identifying issues relevant to business risk, but I have also offered solutions 

saving the company both money and damage to their reputation. 

Furthermore, my expert knowledge of audit process, will allow me to play a crucial role in a mutually 

beneficial opportunity and will be happy to make myself available according to your schedule. 
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Thank you for your time consideration. 

 

Sincerely, 

{Your Name}  


